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A PERFECT COMBINATION OF LOOK AND TOUCH:
THE NEW F 45 PROGRAMME
F 45 with its ultra-matt Fenix surface and 45-degree chamfered edge has all the answers to contemporary requirements: it is compelling in terms of touch and the visual effect of the materials used, is
hard-wearing and can be implemented in a number of ways – for perfect planning down to the very
last detail. Along with its fine look, the new programme cuts a convincing figure particularly with its
pleasant feel and perfected anti-fingerprint effect. Thanks to its hard-wearing material characteristics, F 45 can be implemented in numerous scenarios, rounds off each concept with its combination of material, colour and surface finish, and makes for a fine graphic overall effect with the 45°
edge. In combination with elegant woods, top-quality veneers, natural stone or raw concrete, the
soft, top-quality Fenix material effect is particularly appealing – both as a floor-to-ceiling unit front
and in the form of worktops.
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Fenix – a new generation of composite material
In its core structure, the new LEICHT programme F 45 consists of more than 60% paper, as do all
Fenix products, and is manufactured and impregnated as a composite material with thermoset resins.
A pressing process, which simultaneously exerts warmth and pressure, results in a homogeneous, pore-free material. With a sturdy basic structure and the possibility of thermal repairs to superficial micro
scratches this product is ideal for top-quality, long-lasting kitchen space planning.
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The outer face is treated with innovative acrylic resins which are hardened and fused in an electron-beam procedure. This gives the surface low-light reflectivity that makes it extremely opaque – this makes
the surface pleasantly soft with an ultra-matt look and practical anti-fingerprint finish.

45° precision with a contour
Perfection down to the very last detail: with F 45, LEICHT is fulfilling this demand and is including a new
programme in its product portfolio which cuts a convincing figure not only because of its captivating
surface qualities but also its 45° chamfered edge. This additional edge detail results in a graphic, linear effect. This means the programme is ideal for use in form-fitting, architecturally demanding kitchen
scenarios and places gentle, but effective accents in a number of applications – from the classic unit
front to the worktop. With F 45, LEICHT is giving planners a further possibility to resolutely implement
elegant and holistic room concepts.

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.
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